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Restoring a
classic requires
collective skills

When you set out to restore a piece of history
like a 1964 GMC New Look diesel bus, glitches
are bound to happen, Things like putting the
front bumper on backwards. Ot ttying to
duplicate the original greystone white for the
bus's exterior paint job and ending up with a
greenish white. Or installing a new lear window
and ending up with cracked glass.

"Why did you guys put in a broken window?"
welder John Ciaglia asked Burnaby Overhaul co-
workers when they first showed him the damage.
He didn't know it, but the glass wasn't broken at
al l  -  i t  just looked l ike i t  was.

"lt's an old trick," he explains now pointing
to a bent piece of wire, which looks convincingly
like a long crack, applied behind the glass. "lt's a
bodyman's joke."

It's clear that apprentice bodlpersons Neil
Pepper and Craig Brereton have maintained their
humour after spending about two-and-a-half
months refurbishing the historical bus to its
original condition. A scrawled sign on one of the
bus's side window reads: "Mr. Buzzer slept here."

Humour aside, the two apprentices have
honed their skills while revitalizing this former
BC Hydro vehicle, the 12th bus purchased on the
Lower Mainland by BC Transit's predecessor. Both
men are no strangers to GMC vehicles - they
each did six months of training in Surrey garage,
which uses many early-1970s GMC buses. "We
took it as a challenge," says Neil. "lt's a chance to
prove to ourselves that we can do it."

The duo received guidance from Burnaby
Overhaul's excellent tradespeople - "they're never
afraid to offer advice," says Neil - and fiom their
mentor Tom Westcott, fleet maintenance
bodyperson at Surrey Transit Centre.

Their biggest challenge was finding parts such
as window latches for the 3S-year-old vehicle.
Craig says: "We scrounged them from the buses
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going to the scrapyard and from the old smoker's
bus at Burnaby garage."

Dave Pickett, a member of the Transit
Museum Society (TRAMS), which is funding the
bus's bodl'work and paint job, says the bus is
now "better than new." The Suney tlansit
operator unashamedly calls the GMC a classic
beauty, and a fine example of the period's
"fishbowl" design, which refers to the shape of
the rounded windshield. "lt's the only GMC
we've got left of that era. It's in a class by itself."

He adds: "lt's not very often that you get a
bus in mint condition, especially the interior. All
the seats and chrome work are original." He
points out that the bus's square metal seats and
hand rails, indicative of the 1960s, changed to
round metal in the 1970s.

The bus's transformation from a not-in-
service vehicle to "a real highway bus" ready for

parades has demanded the collective skills of
many tradespeople. Painters Gino Polisi and
Angelo Pignatelli each spent about 150 hours
painting the bus's interior and exterior. "lt's
harder than painting a Flyer," says Gino.
"There's more bus, more curves, and different
colours." Since none of the bus's original paint
existed, painter Emil Marz had to create his own
blend electronically. Using a hand-held
computer, he recorded the exterior white on the
TRAMS-restored Brill trolley #2416 and tried to
duplicate the colour for the GMC diesel.

To ensure an authentic look for this classic
diesel, building maintenance sign painter Phil
Morris recreated BC Hydro decals for the bus,
along with the vehicle's original numbers 4612,
harkening back to its first days of operation in
North Vancouver.

The GMC's newly painted and restored interior. For visual reference, the rcstoration crew drew
on original photographs taken at the factory of BC Hydro's first order of GMC buses. These werc
provided by TRAMS membet Petet Cox of Edmonton.



Meanwhile, component rebuild electrician
Bob Cran got the bus's running lights going
again and made sure that all electrical
components were original. After working on
GMC buses at Oakridge for eight years, he finds
the old bus technology simple compared to that
of today's vehicles. But he admits: "Finding
original sockets, wiring and connections was a
challenge. I've kept pieces over the years and
scrounged them when I can find them."

The GMC bus wound up in Burnaby
Overhaul after mechanic Al Menzies saved it
from the scrap heap. After it was taken out of
service in 1988, the bus stayed parked in
Richmond as a spare/ along with about 40 others.

About four years ago, Al fired up each of these
vehicles two to three times a week during the
winter in case they were needed for service. This
particular GMC always fired up easily. At the
tirne, Al needed a service truck, so voilal The
New Look diesel became his service vehicle. He
drove it back and forth between Burnaby
Overhaul and the Richmond yards on Savage
Road. "l used to have a lot of fun driving that
bus," he admits. "l kinda like the old stuff."

Al realized the bus's historical value one day
when he opened the vehicle's back end and saw
that it had three small air cleaners instead of
today's single dry-air cleaner. He contacted
TRAMS and suggested that they strive to save

this member of Hydro's original GMC fleet. The
Society agreed, and with the support of BC
Transit (now Coast Mountain Buslink), the
restoration began.

The bus's old engine had seized with excess
water, so Al replaced it with a Detroit Diesel
6Y7l and he put in an overdrive transmission.
Today, he says with a,laugh: "They call me the
executioner. I'm the one who does the last
things on the buses before they go to the
wreckers. I get to save one and scrap another."
Transit enthusiasts for years to come will be glad
that A1 heloed save this one.

III AND THE NEW
Get the specs on
Nova tFS
Length: 40 feet
Width: 102 inches
Engine: Cummins 8.31 (280 h.p);

900 IB FT Torque
Transmission: Allison B 400R five-speed
Axle: Rockwell
Tires: Michelin 305 I 7 0R22,5
Wheelchair accessible

Nova LFS is new Here are some of the Nova LFS's
outstanding featuresn based on the
manufactuler's brochure:

bus in town
There's a new bus in town. The Nova LFS,

recently purchased by Buslink, is a sleek
newcomer. Built by Nova BUS Corporation of St-
Eustache, Que., the 4O-foot bus will be tested
over the next few months by operators at
Burnaby and Surrey transit centres. As Robin
Bjorge, maintenance engineer-mechanical,
explains, "We're looking at the Nova LFS because
Flyer is booked up until the year 2002. In the
meantime, Buslink needs 35 new buses now But
if we're going to purchase elsewhere, we want to
be sure of the product first."

You can't miss the Nova LFS. Overall, the
styling is more European, notes Robin. The bus
has a distinctive one-piece windshield, which the
company says improves visibility and safety,
gives a better wiping pattern. The one-piece
windshield is laminated, formed safety glass AS1,
.270" thick, and laced into a reinforced fibreglass
aperture. The windshield is tinted at 80 per cent
of transmittancy except for the upper 5" which is
blue tinted at 30 per cent.

Easy access - with double-wide doors; full
low-floor from front to rear; and a l4-inch
floor height at the fiont and rear doors.
Seating capacity - up to 41 passengers.
Wide aisles accommodate standins
passengers.

State-of-the-art design - the integral welded-
steel-tube body structure features sturdy
front and rear bumpers as well as rub rails
on both sides to absorb shock, and a solid-
beam drop front axle.
Temp er ature-controlled environment -
electronically controlled heating and air-
conditioning system.
Ergonomic operator's area - provides
improved safety.
Easy maintenance - provided by cantilever
seats and floor covering.

Electrical panel - modular design provides
easy access. Similarly, large front and side
panels provide quick access to mechanical
a n m n n n a n t (

Bruce Btown, BTC mechanic, and Tom Jarvie,
BTC electrician, with NOVA contrcl panel.
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